2020 Tennis Europe Winter Cups 
by HEAD 
BOYS 16 & UNDER

Qualifying rounds
Final round in RONCHIN, FRANCE
07-09 February
21-23 February

QUALIFYING ROUNDS
33 ENTERED NATIONS

ZONE A in RAKOVNIK, CZECH REPUBLIC 14-16 FEBRUARY
Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Montenegro, Poland, Russia and Slovenia

PRELIMINARY ROUND: RAKOVNIK, CZECH REPUBLIC 13th February
Georgia and Luxembourg

ZONE B in CHOLET, FRANCE 07-09 FEBRUARY
Belarus, Bulgaria, France, Germany, Israel, Norway, Portugal and Switzerland

ZONE C in LEEUWARDEN, NETHERLANDS 07-09 FEBRUARY
Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, Great Britain, Italy, Lithuania, Netherlands and Romania

ZONE D in KYIV, UKRAINE 07-09 FEBRUARY
Hungary, Moldova, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Turkey and Ukraine

COMPOSITION OF THE TIES: Two singles and one doubles
FORMAT: Knock-out